
THE THEME PARK 
MOBILE BAROMETER

How theme park operators must maximise 
the potential of mobile apps to enhance 

visitor engagement
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3,362 consumers from China, Hong Kong, Japan, the UK and US were asked ten questions exploring their 
attitudes to theme park apps – what they think of them, what they use them for, what the advantages and 
difficulties are and how they see their use expanding.
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Introduction

Visitors want an app to be a “theme-park-in-their-pocket”

Queuing is the number one bugbear that guests want apps to tackle  

Can an app boost visit frequency?

How to secure your space on the visitor’s device

An app for the long-term

Don’t delete the value

Invest in a mobile app = boost your revenue

Show me the offers!

Conclusion
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The Universal Orlando Resort app, 
or the My Disney Experience app are 
among the most high-profile examples 
of theme park mobile apps today. They 
give visitors fast, user-friendly access to 
a huge amount of functionality including 
waiting times for attractions, shows and 
rides, restaurant menus and bookings, 
interactive maps, dashboard summary 
screens, hotel room and merchandise 
availability and all manner of social 
media sharing possibilities. My Disney 
Experience, through which visitors 
can buy tickets, has proved especially 
successful in boosting footfall and 
engagement. 

Given the level of financial resources 
required to make an app work right 
across a portfolio of attractions and 
parks, operators contemplating 
any new app need to ensure they 
are investing in the right kind of 
functionality that is irresistible to 
visitors but also boosts revenues.

With that in mind, Omnico has 
conducted research into park apps 
among 3,362 consumers in China, 

Hong Kong, Japan, the UK and US. 
The respondents, who have all visited 
a theme park within the last two years, 
were asked for their views about 
park apps. Their responses reveal 
what operators should do to extract 
maximum return from their investment 
in the technology.

Previously, in our Theme Park 
Barometers, Omnico has shown 
how consumers expect technology 
to remove the common frustrations 
of a visit such as queuing for 
rides, attractions, restaurants and 
merchandise. We found that with the 
right apps that remove the hassle, 
guests will spend as much as four 
times more. We also found that many 
visitors are eager for new technology 
such as augmented reality and robots 
to become features of park visits. 

In this research, we took the questions 
a step further and asked guests for 
their views about dedicated park apps 
and what motivates them to download 
them, use them and, critically, spend 
more through them.

Apps are becoming central to the way 
visitors organise and enjoy theme park 
visits in all corners of the globe.

INTRODUCTION
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want an app to provide full 
visibility of queues for food 
and rides

56%

want real-time information and 
notifications about on-site events 
and shows

48%

want to see all menus46%

want to buy meals and 
drinks ahead and collect 
them when ready

43%

want to be able to queue 
virtually for food, restaurant 
tables and rides

46%

41% want to make cashless 
payments anywhere in the 
park using the app

VISITORS WANT AN APP TO BE A  
“THEME-PARK-IN-THEIR-POCKET”
WHEN WE ASKED VISITORS WHAT THEY WANT FROM AN APP, THEY TOLD US: 
WE WANT A MASSIVE AMOUNT OF FUNCTIONALITY!

IN OTHER WORDS...

THIS RECOGNISES THE RISE OF THE 
EXPERIENCE ECONOMY, IN WHICH 
INCREASING NUMBERS OF CONSUMERS 
PLACE GREATER EMPHASIS ON THE QUALITY 
OF AN OVERALL EXPERIENCE, RATHER THAN 
A SINGLE PURCHASE, MEAL OR RIDE.

...today’s visitors want an app to 
help them organise their visit, avoid 
queuing, and generally assist them 
to make the most of their time. The 
popularity of loyalty programmes is 
also significant, with visitors seeing 
the value of rewards in a continuing 
relationship. 

And increasingly, customers 
accustomed to using applications 
such as Apple Pay, want to use 
a park app to order food and 
beverages ahead and to pay for 
anything anywhere in the park.

Any operator building an app 
needs technology that pulls 
multiple capabilities together 
seamlessly, providing visitors with 
the easiest and most enjoyable 
guest experience possible. 

Worldwide, customer expenditure 
on theme parks rose five per 
cent to a record $44.8 billion 
last year, which the International 
Association of Amusement Parks 
and Attractions (IAAPA) in its 2018 
report ascribes to the spending of 
millennials on “experiences” rather 
than “products”.

want to be able to earn 
and use loyalty programme 
rewards

48%

want an  
interactive map51%
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QUEUING IS THE NUMBER ONE BUGBEAR THAT 
GUESTS WANT APPS TO TACKLE  
When asked why they would download a theme park app, avoiding queues was the top choice, selected by 68%  
of respondents. 

This confirms just how resistant to standing in line visitors are today. For operators more queues equals less revenue and 
more money left in the wallets of visitors unwilling to wait for snacks, fast-food, drinks, merchandise and other in-park extras. 

ORDERING AHEAD SCANNING AND  
PAYING QUEUE VISIBILITY 

84% 78% 56%
are very or quite likely 
to use a park’s app on 

their smartphone to 
scan and pay for food 

or merchandise so they 
don’t have to wait in a 

queue.

of respondents said they 
are either very or quite 
likely to use an app to 
order food and drink 

ahead so they can avoid 
queuing.

would choose to have 
visibility of queuing 

times for food and rides 
as their top choice of 

functionality.

want apps to solve 
the lack of information 
about queue lengths 
and waiting times

41% want an app to find them 
a seat when food courts 
or restaurants are busy

32%also want to avoid the 
frustration of queuing to 
pay for food and drink

32%

highlighted the lack of 
real-time information 
about on-site events

28% want to avoid queuing 
to pay for merchandise25% don’t want to supply 

personal details more 
than once

23%

WHICH FRUSTRATIONS DO VISITORS MOST WANT AN 
APP TO ELIMINATE?
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want priority tickets 
or queue-jump pass-
discounts

50%

want increased loyalty points60%

want giveaway merchandise 44%

All park operators want happy guests to come back again and again, to repeat the experience as soon as possible. Apps are 
the perfect channel for offers, but what is most likely to capture the imagination of visitors and stimulate another visit within 
six months?

Clearly, the more frequently consumers visit, the greater a park’s revenues. Crucially however, an operator must have the 
ability to recognise a visitor and their family across multiple park locations, or engagement channels, without repeated 
requests for customer information. A mobile app, providing such ease of access to rewards, offers, ordering and payment 
capabilities, gives previous customers plenty of encouragement to come back or visit another location. 

CAN APPS BOOST VISIT FREQUENCY?  

of respondents want 
money off the price of 
their next ticket

66%
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HOW TO SECURE YOUR SPACE ON THE 
VISITOR’S DEVICE

REWARDS 

QUEUE-BUSTING
OFFERS 

EASE OF USE

LOYALTY
ORGANISEPRE-ORDER

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES

of respondents will 
download an app 
because they want it to 
help them beat queues

68%

said they want access 
to exclusive offers and 
promotions

61%

want access to the 
benefits of a loyalty 
programme

50%

want to be able to order 
meals and drinks before 
arriving

44%

want special offers or 
rewards as incentives to 
download an app

64%

will download an app if 
it is easy to use58%

want to be able to 
organise the entire 
itinerary in advance

50%

want access to child-
friendly activities 32%

With app downloads worldwide set 
to rise from 205 billion this year to 
258 billion in 20221 it would be easy 
to make the mistake of believing that 
visitors will automatically download 
an app. But today’s visitors, for 
whom apps are second nature for 
everything from dating to managing 
their finances, have definite ideas 
about what they want. Guests don’t 
just demand convenience and a heap 
of functionality during their visits, they 
want to be able to plan before they 
arrive but retain sufficient flexibility that 
they can easily alter their programme. 
They also want to access offers, 
promotions and loyalty rewards, just 
as they would receive from a forward-
thinking retailer that wants their 
repeated custom. 

Visitors want park apps – of that 
there can be no doubt. Only a 
meagre 3% of respondents said 
nothing could persuade them 
to download an app. But what 
makes a guest download an 
app? There are many motivators, 
but some clear themes emerge 
from the research.

WE ASKED RESPONDENTS WHY THEY WOULD DOWNLOAD 
A THEME PARK APP IN THE FIRST PLACE?
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AN APP FOR THE LONG-TERM
The potential for apps as loyalty-builders is immense. If visitors retain the apps on their smartphones they stay 
connected with the park, and operators can target them with personalised messages and offers to increase the likelihood of 
repeat visits. But visitors will not retain apps unless they perceive value in them. 

We asked our survey respondents why they would keep a specific theme park app on their device:

It’s not rocket science. Consumers don’t see any point in retaining an app unless it continues to give them value. The key 
for a park operator is to have the right combination of data and technology that enables prolonged engagement and keeps 
visitors interested in repeating a great experience or trying a new one.

1Statista – number of mobile app downloads worldwide in 2017, 2018 and 2022

of respondents will 
download an app 
because they want it to 
help them beat queues

68% said they want access 
to exclusive offers and 
promotions

61%

want access to the 
benefits of a loyalty 
programme

50%

want special offers or 
rewards as incentives to 
download an app

64%

will download an app if 
it is easy to use58%
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will uninstall an app because it provides them 
with too few updates28%

said a poor user interface was enough for 
them to delete the app37%

said it was because of spam and 
irrelevant offers45%

said because it fails to synchronise with the 
interactions they have at food and beverage outlets, 
touch-screen kiosks or loyalty programmes.

26%

said they deleted apps because of too 
many notifications46%

If an app is not seamlessly plugged into a park’s existing point-of-sale and customer engagement infrastructure, 
it will not be able to deliver its potential. 

WE ASKED SURVEY RESPONDENTS WHY THEY WOULD 
DELETE AN APP AFTER THEIR PARK VISIT?Because they crash, don’t do anything or are too slow - is that why apps are deleted? Since more than three-in-ten apps1 

are quickly deleted by the average consumer it’s important for park operators to understand why their guests might delete 
park apps. 

The research shows that the chief reason for deleting an app is that too many notifications are sent. On the other hand, more 
than a quarter of respondents are likely to delete an app because they receive too few notifications. Almost as many find an 
app not worth keeping if it does not synchronise with other transactions they have in a park and fails to provide loyalty points.

ENSURING A VISITOR KEEPS THE APP ON THEIR DEVICE MEANS A VITAL AND HIGHLY 
PERSONALISED CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION REMAINS OPEN FOR FURTHER ENGAGEMENT. 

DON’T DELETE THE VALUE

KEEP YOUR APP 
RELEVANT AND YOUR 
CUSTOMERS WON’T 
DELETE IT
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SAID AN APP’S FEATURES COULD 
MAKE THEM SPEND MORE

95%
want the ability to turn 
loyalty points into spending 
value at the park

50%

would spend more when 
they receive offers for 
their next visit

46%

are more likely to spend when 
they can avoid queues for food 
and merchandise by using the 
app to make payments

45%

spend more when they 
can order food in advance 
of their arrival at a park 
location or restaurant

43%

spend more with personalised 
discounts relating to their 
ticket-type or the number of 
visitors in their group

42%

want personalised offers 
based on previous purchases 
or their geographical location

34%

will increase spending if they 
can have merchandise delivered 
to their hotel or home

30%

For every park operator this is a 
crucial question.  Park apps make 
visits easier for guests, but they also 
need to be revenue-drivers to justify 
the time and investment required 
to deliver them to a high standard. 
What’s the point in having a sizzling 
hot app packed with features if it 
doesn’t boost the bottom line?

When respondents were asked to 
identify the top three app features that 
would make them spend more during 
or after their visit, half (the largest 
proportion), identified a loyalty scheme 
as all-important. 

Previous research by Omnico 
uncovered just how effective 
technology can be in driving an 
increase in revenue. Theme park 
visitors will spend up to four times 
as much on food, drink, and 
merchandise if they can order them 
through consumer-friendly technology 
such as mobile self-scan apps or self-
service kiosks1. 

INVEST IN A MOBILE APP 
= BOOST YOUR REVENUE

 1 https://omnicogroup.com/insights/omnico-theme-park-roi-barometer/ 

This research confirms that 
spending will rise even further if 
parks have the technology that 
supports an effective loyalty 
programme allowing visitors to 
see their rewards or points in real 
time and use them as and when 
they choose, wherever they are. 
Apps must also be capable 
of facilitating advanced 
ordering and be a channel 
for personalised offers and 
notifications that are pitched 
at the optimum level of 
frequency to the visitor. As 
ever, this requires a solution that 
can tie together the data and the 
individual consumer so he or she 
is always recognised wherever 
they are. 

WE ASKED SURVEY RESPONDENTS WHAT WOULD 
ENCOURAGE THEM TO SPEND MORE DURING OR 
AFTER THEIR VISIT VIA A MOBILE APP?
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want restaurant meal 
discounts56%

want fast food discounts50%

want merchandise discounts 
or sales45%

want extra loyalty points 
for using at food outlets or 
restaurants at peak times

43%

want offers based on the 
nearest ride, restaurant or 
merchandise outlet

42%

want to be offered a deal on 
accommodation so they can 
stay an extra night

40%

What’s been clear from this research is that receiving and collating offers, and turning them into a monetary value, are all high 
on visitor lists of app demands. This research shows that almost all visitors (98%) are happy for the park app to send them 
offers requiring a quick response. 

But out of the myriad of offers and promotions available from a park, what is it that they really want and operators should 
focus on? 

In the digital age everyone expects to see offers, discounts and coupons come their way, via the device of their choice. 
Yet what will make a difference and produce greater engagement is the ability to provide personalised offers that match 
each consumer’s preferences – whether it is buy-one-get-one-free, time-limited offer or more long-term mechanisms. Such 
offers must also be delivered in a way that works best for each consumer. This is only achievable if operators are capable of 
knowing each visitor, their visiting and purchasing habits and acting on that data in real time.

SHOW ME THE OFFERS!

want queue-beating 
offers for rides such as 
fast passes

59%
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This Omnico Theme Park Mobile Barometer research demonstrates more clearly than ever that theme park operators need 
to exploit the full potential of their apps by providing a truly seamless experience that begins before a visitor arrives and 
continues long after. 

The advanced functionality and integration of apps makes it possible to remove the logistical headaches that discourage 
visits and damage revenues. Long queues for rides and restaurants can be eliminated through advance booking, along with 
the requirement for hotel room keys and tickets. Access to attractions can be hugely simplified with the result that guests are 
happier and want to spend more. That all translates into increased revenue. 

But to achieve this, park operators must have an app that: 

And behind it all, an operator needs the essential technology that meets the exacting visitor requirements revealed in this 
research. That technology must provide a single view of the guest at every touchpoint and continue to recognise them after the 
visit so that they feel ready to repeat the experience or enjoy other parks in the operator’s portfolio. Without the ability to crunch 
app data and match it to the individual visitor, the whole experience will feel clunky, fragmented and time-consuming.

The importance of effective apps cannot be overstated in a world where the smartphone is as essential to the lives 
of the majority of visitors. 

Visitor numbers rose to a record 1.1 billion last year and IAAPA expects growth to continue by 3.8 per cent up to 2022. Market 
research company Technavio is even more bullish, predicting annual growth of eight per cent.

Any app has to be fully integrated into the increasingly sophisticated digital infrastructure of parks, which includes investment 
in connecting all customer-facing devices, particularly those that offer a transactional capability. Failure to invest in adequate 
technology underpinning all this will result in bad experiences for parks and their visitors.

• Allows visitors to plan their visit and buy tickets, hotel rooms and passes before they arrive

• Recognises them immediately when they arrive

• Eliminates pain-points such as queuing 

• Enables them to enjoy the benefits of sophisticated and highly personalised loyalty programmes whenever they want

• Integrates fully with existing park technologies so that visitors can use the app for almost everything they want to buy or 
do in a park

• Gives guests practical features such as interactive maps that save time and make a visit super-smooth and easy

• Continues interaction with guests after their visits through personalised offers, timely promotions and relevant updates

CONCLUSION
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WE ENABLE EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER 
TRANSACTIONS AND EXPERIENCES

Omnico’s POS and customer engagement platform enables brands to 
increase spend, footfall and loyalty, via mobile and digital technologies

To discuss the ways in which Omnico can help you meet visitor 
expectations with our innovative technology solutions, and enable 
you to recognise the revenue potential in your destination, please 

visit our website, www.omnicogroup.com, or contact us at  
enquiries@omnicogroup.com


